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Given an integer n ≥ 1 and an irreducible character χλ of Sn for some partition λ of n, the immanant immλ : Cn×n → C maps

matrices A ∈ Cn×n to

immλ (A) =
∑
π ∈Sn

χλ (π )
n∏
i=1

Ai ,π (i ) .

Important special cases include the determinant and permanent, which are obtained from the sign and trivial character, respectively.

It is known that immanants can be evaluated in polynomial time for characters that are “close” to the sign character: Given a

partition λ of n with s parts, let b(λ) := n − s count the boxes to the right of the first column in the Young diagram of λ. For a family

of partitions Λ, let b(Λ) := maxλ∈Λ b(λ) and write Imm(Λ) for the problem of evaluating immλ (A) on input A and λ ∈ Λ. On the

positive side, if b(Λ) < ∞, then Imm(Λ) is known to be polynomial-time computable. This subsumes the case of the determinant.

Conversely, if b(Λ) = ∞, then previously known hardness results suggest that Imm(Λ) cannot be solved in polynomial time. However,

these results only address certain restricted classes of families Λ.

In this paper, we show that the assumption FPT ,W[1] from parameterized complexity rules out polynomial-time algorithms for

Imm(Λ) for any computationally reasonable family of partitions Λ with b(Λ) = ∞. We give an analogous result in algebraic complexity

under the assumption VFPT , VW[1]. Furthermore, if b(λ) even grows polynomially in Λ, we show that Imm(Λ) is hard for #P and

VNP. This concludes a series of partial results on the complexity of immanants obtained over the last 35 years.

1 INTRODUCTION

The determinant and permanent of an n × n matrix X = (xi , j ) can be defined by the sum-product formulas

det(X ) =
∑
π ∈Sn

sgn(π )
n∏
i=1

xi ,π (i),

per(X ) =
∑
π ∈Sn

n∏
i=1

xi ,π (i).

While determinants admit polynomial-size circuits and can be evaluated in polynomial time, only exponential-size

circuits and exponential-time algorithms are known for permanents. Valiant [38] underpinned this divide by proving

that evaluating permanents is #P-hard: Any polynomial-time algorithm for this problem would entail a polynomial-time

algorithm for counting (and thus deciding the existence of) satisfying assignments to Boolean formulas, thereby

collapsing P and NP.With the VNP-completeness of the permanent family, Valiant [37] showed an analogous statement

in algebraic complexity theory.

Unconditional lower bounds for the complexity of permanents however remain elusive, with only a quadratic

lower bound on the determinantal complexity of permanents known [12, 28]. That is, expressing the permanent of an

n × n matrix X as the determinant of anm ×m matrix (whose entries are linear forms in the entries of X ) is known

to requirem = Ω(n2). One of the core objectives in algebraic complexity theory lies in proving thatm must grow

super-polynomially [8, 11, 37], and this can be viewed as an algebraic version of the P , NP problem.

The family of immanants. To gain a better understanding of the relationship between determinants and permanents, it

may help to recognize them as part of a larger family: The immanants are matrix forms that are arranged on a spectrum

∗
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in which the determinant and permanent represent extreme cases. These forms were studied by Schur [32, 33] in the

context of group character theory, and Littlewood and Richardson later explicitly introduced them as immanants [24].

Given any class function f : Sn → C, that is, a function of permutations that depends only on the (multiset of) cycle

lengths of the input permutation, the immanant immf : Cn×n → C is defined by replacing the permutation sign sgn(π )

in the determinant expansion with f (π ):

immf (X ) =
∑
π ∈Sn

f (π )
n∏
i=1

xi ,π (i).

In the literature, immanants are typically defined by requiring f to be an irreducible character of Sn , i.e., an element

from a particular basis for the vector space of class functions.
1
General f -immanants can then be expressed as linear

combinations of such immanants. Two extremal examples of irreducible characters are the trivial character 1 : Sn → {1}

and the sign character sgn : Sn → {−1, 1}, which induce

det(X ) = immsgn(X ),

per(X ) = imm1(X ).

The irreducible characters of Sn correspond naturally to partitions of n, as outlined in Section 3. To see the existence

of such a correspondence, note that the dimension of the space of class functions on Sn is the number of different

cycle length formats of n-permutations, that is, different partitions of the integer n. For now, let us remark that the

refinement-wise minimal and maximal partitions (1, . . . , 1) and (n) naturally correspond to the sign and trivial character,

respectively. As another example, we have

χ(2,1, ...,1)(π ) = sgn(π ) · (#{fixed points of π } − 1). (1)

Abbreviating immλ = immχλ , we have det = imm(1, ...,1) and per = imm(n). Likewise, the immanant imm(2,1, ...,1)

sums over row-column permutations of a matrix with weights as given in (1). For a more applied example, it is known

that the number of Hamiltonian cycles in a directed n-vertex graph G (that is, the immanant associated with the

indicator function for cyclic permutations, evaluated on the adjacency matrix of G) is a linear combination of the hook

immanants imm(r ,1n−r ) for 1 ≤ r ≤ n.

Beyond their origins in group character theory, immanants have been applied in combinatorial chemistry [13] and

linear optics [35], and they feature in (conjectured) inequalities in matrix analysis [34].

The complexity of immanants. Any character immanant of an n × n matrix can be evaluated in n! · nO (1)
time by

brute-force, or in 2
n+o(n)

time by a variant of the Bellman–Held–Karp dynamic programming approach for Hamiltonian

cycles. (The relevant irreducible characters of Sn can be evaluated in 2
o(n)

time by the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule,

described in Section 3, together with dynamic programming.) For some immanants however, this exponential running

time is far from optimal: The determinant is a first such example, and more generally, Hartmann [23] gave an algorithm

for evaluating immλ inO(n6b(λ)+4) time, where b(λ) := n−s for a partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λs )with s parts. In visual terms,

the quantity b(λ) counts the boxes to the right of the first column in the Young diagram of λ, which is a left-aligned

shape whose i-th row contains λi boxes, when λ is ordered non-increasingly:

1
The resulting immanants are sometimes also called character immanants, as opposed to other types of immanants, such as the Kazhdan-Lusztig

immanants [30].
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λ = (4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2) with b(λ) = 13

Barvinok [1] and Bürgisser [10] later gave O(n2d4λ) and O(n2sλdλ) time algorithms, where sλ and dλ denote the

numbers of standard and semi-standard tableaux of shape λ.2 These algorithms give better running times in the

exponential-time regime, but they do not identify new polynomial-time solvable immanants. One is therefore naturally

led to wonder whether b(λ) is indeed the determining parameter for the complexity of immanants. To investigate this

formally, we consider families of partitions Λ and define Imm(Λ) as the problem of evaluating immλ(A) on input a

matrix A and a partition λ ∈ Λ. As discussed above, the problem Imm(Λ) is polynomial-time solvable if the quantity

b(Λ) := max

λ∈Λ
b(λ)

is finite. On the other hand, for various families Λ with unbounded b(Λ), the problem Imm(Λ) is indeed known to be

hard for the counting complexity class #P and its algebraic analog VNP:

• Bürgisser [9] showed VNP-completeness and #P-hardness of Imm(Λ) for any family Λ of hook partitions

(t(n), 1n−t (n)), provided that t = Ω(nα ) with α > 0 can be computed in polynomial time. A similar result appears

in Hartmann’s work [23].

• In the same paper, Bürgisser showed similar hardness results for families of rectangular partitions of polynomial

width. (The width is the largest entry in the partition.)

In his 2000 monograph [8], Bürgisser conjectures that Imm(Λ) is hard for any reasonable family Λ of polynomial width.

He also asks about the complexity status of partitions of width 2, and overall deems the complexity of immanants to be

“still full of mysteries”. Some of these mysteries have since been resolved:

• In 2003, Brylinski and Brylinski [7] showed VNP-completeness for any family of partitions Λ with a gap of width

Ω(nα ) for α > 0. Here, a gap is the difference between two consecutive rows.

• In 2013, Mertens and Moore [27] proved #P-hardness for the family Λ of all partitions of width 2, that is, the

partitions containing only entries 1 and 2. They also proved ⊕P-hardness for the more restricted family of

partitions containing only the entry 2.

• In the same year, de Rugy-Altherre [20] gave a dichotomy for partition familiesΛ of constant width and polynomial

growth of b(λ), confirming for such families that boundedness of b(Λ) indeed determines the complexity of

Imm(Λ).

However, an exhaustive complexity classification of Imm(Λ) for general partition families Λ still remained open, even

35 years after Hartmann’s initial paper [23] and despite several appearances as an open problem [20, 27], also in

a monograph [8]. In fact, even very special cases like Imm(Λ) for the staircase partitions (k,k − 1, . . . , 1) remained

unresolved [20].

2
Given a partition λ of n, a standard tableau of shape λ is an assignment of the numbers 1, . . . , n to the boxes in the Young diagram of λ such that all

rows and columns are strictly increasing. In a semi-standard tableau, rows are only required to be non-decreasing.
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1.1 Our Results

We classify the complexity of the problems Imm(Λ) for partition families Λ satisfying natural computability and

density conditions that are satisfied by all families studied in the literature. Under the assumption FPT , #W[1]

from parameterized complexity [21], we confirm that Imm(Λ) is polynomial-time solvable iff b(Λ) is unbounded. An

algebraic analogue holds under the assumption VFPT , VW[1] introduced by Bläser and Engels [6]. (Please consider

Section 2.2 for a brief introduction to the relevant complexity classes.) Our classification holds even if b(λ) only grows

sub-polynomially in Λ, which allows us to address families such as

Λ
log
= {(⌈logn⌉, 1n ) | n ∈ N}. (2)

Note that Imm(Λ
log

) can be solved in nO (logn)
time by the nO (b(λ))

time algorithms discussed before, which likely

prevents hardness for #P or VNP. At the same time, a polynomial-time algorithm seems unlikely. Thus, partition families

like Imm(Λ
log

) fall into the “blind spot” of classical dichotomies.

Our sanity requirements on Λ are encapsulated as follows: We say that Λ supports growth д : N→ N if every n ∈ N

admits a partition λ(n) ∈ Λ with b(λ(n)) ≥ д(n) and total size Θ(n). This ensures that Λ is dense enough and that Λ

supplies sufficiently many boxes both in the first column and to the right of it. We may also require that λ(n) can be

computed in polynomial time on input n ∈ N and then say that Λ computationally supports growth д. This condition is

not required for the algebraic completeness results.

Example. The family of staircase partitions (n,n − 1, . . . , 1) for n ∈ N supports growth Ω(n). The partition families

(⌈logn⌉, 1n ) and (n, 12
n
) for n ∈ N support growth Ω(logn), even though the second family is exponentially sparse. On

the other hand, partition families whose sizes grow doubly exponentially do not support any growth by our definition.

It might still be possible to address such families via “infinitely often” versions of #P or VNP, but we currently see no

added value in doing so.

In the polynomial growth regime for b(λ), we obtain classical #P-hardness and VNP-completeness results. As a

bonus, we also obtain the expected quantitative lower bounds under the exponential-time hypothesis #ETH, which

postulates that counting satisfying assignments to n-variable 3-CNFs takes exp(Ω(n)) time.

Theorem 1. For any family of partitions Λ:

• If b(Λ) < ∞, then Imm(Λ) ∈ FP and Imm(Λ) ∈ VP.

• Otherwise, if Λ supports growth Ω(nα ) for some α > 0, then Imm(Λ) is VNP-complete. If Λ computationally supports

growth Ω(nα ), then Imm(Λ) is #P-hard and admits no exp(o(nα )) time algorithm unless #ETH fails.

Theorem 1 subsumes all knownVNP-hardness and #P-hardness results for immanant families, confirms the conjecture

from [27], and settles the case of staircases.

Using parameterized complexity theory, we also address the sub-polynomial growth regime for b(λ). To this end, we

consider parameterized problems, whose instances (x,k) come with a parameter k . The corresponding objects in the

algebraic setting are parameterized polynomial families (pn,k ), where the second index k is a parameter. A parameterized

problem (or polynomial family) is said to be fixed-parameter tractable if it can be solved in f (k) · nO (1)
time with n = |x |

(or admits circuits of that size) for some computable function f . The problem (or polynomial family) is then said to be

contained in FPT (or VFPT). The classes #W[1] ⊇ FPT (and VW[1] ⊇ VFPT) contain problems (and polynomial families)

that are believed not to be fixed-parameter tractable.
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Theorem 2. For any family of partitions Λ:

• If b(Λ) < ∞, then Imm(Λ) ∈ FP and Imm(Λ) ∈ VP.

• Otherwise, if Λ supports growth д ∈ ω(1), then Imm(Λ) < VP unless VFPT = VW[1]. If Λ computationally supports

growth д, then Imm(Λ) < FP unless FPT = #W[1].

Note that we do not prove Imm(Λ) to be hard for #W[1] or VW[1] as a parameterized problem with parameter

b(λ), even though this might seem natural. Indeed, problems like Imm(Λ
log

) are trivially fixed-parameter tractable in

the parameter b(λ). We only show that polynomial-time algorithms for Imm(Λ) would render #W[1]-hard problems

fixed-parameter tractable.

1.2 Proof Outline

We establish Theorems 1 and 2 by reduction from #Match, the problem of counting k-matchings in bipartite graphs H .

When parameterized by k , this problem is #W[1]-complete [4, 15, 18, 19], with an analogous statement in the algebraic

setting [6]. When k grows polynomially in |V (H )|, counting k-matchings is complete for #P and VNP by a trivial

reduction from the permanent [38].

To reduce counting matchings to immanants, we proceed in three stages: First, we identify two types of “exploitable

resources” in partitions, then we show how to exploit them for a reduction, and finally we wrap the proof up in

complexity-theoretic terms.

Extracting resources (Section 4). Our construction relies on two types of resources that can supplied by a given partition:

A large staircase or a large number of non-vanishing tetrominos.

To define these objects, consider successively “peeling” dominos and from λ, that is, removing them from the

south-eastern border of λ while ensuring that the shape obtained after each step has non-increasing row lengths. After

peeling the maximum number of dominos this way, we reach some (possibly empty) staircase µ, which is easily seen to

be unique. The domino number d(λ) is this maximum number of removable dominos, and µ is the staircase of λ; we

writew(λ) for its width.

Now consider peeling two dominos from a partition λ. Some of the shapes that can arise this way are shown above

in orange; we call these shapes “non-vanishing tetrominos” for reasons that will become evident in the proof. For the

four corner-connected domino pairs, we adopt the convention that their two dominos must be peeled successively from

disjoint rows and columns of λ. The non-vanishing tetromino number s(λ) then is the maximum number of non-vanishing

tetrominos that can be peeled from λ. Note that this number is 0 for the determinant-inducing partition (1, . . . , 1) and

⌊n/4⌋ for the permanent-inducing partition (n).

In Section 4, we establish a “win-win situation”: For any partition λ with large b(λ), either the staircase width or the

non-vanishing tetromino number is large. That is, at least one ofw(λ) ∈ Ω(
√
b(λ)) or s(λ) ∈ Ω(b(λ)) must hold.
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Exploiting resources (Sections 5 and 6). Next, we outline how to exploit staircases and non-vanishing tetrominos in a

partition λ for reductions from counting k-matchings to evaluating immλ . Throughout this paper, the immanant of

a directed graph G refers to the immanant of its adjacency matrix A, and we view immanants as character-weighted

sums over the cycle covers of digraphs.

Given an n-vertex graph H and k ∈ N, we construct a digraphG such that immλ(G) counts the k-matchings in H up

to a constant factor cλ,k that can be computed in polynomial time. In a second step, we show that the constant factor

cλ,k is non-zero if λ supplies enough resources. Both the construction ofG and the handling of cλ,k differ for staircases

and tetrominos, as outlined below.

Non-vanishing tetrominos (Section 6). Each non-vanishing tetromino peeled from λ enables a particular edge gadget:

To count the k-matchings in a graph H , we replace each edge uv ∈ E(H ) by the gadget shown below; the weightw of

uv appears on two edges of the gadget. Together with additional constructions detailed in Section 6, this results in a

directed graph G.

−1

u v

w

w

The edge gadget effectively constrains the set of cycle covers counted by the immanant, as undesired cycle covers

cancel out in pairs of opposite signs. In the remaining cycle covers ofG , each gadget is either in the passive state (shown

below in cyan) or in one of four active states (two are shown below in green, two more are symmetric versions thereof).

This allows us to simulate matchingsM in H via cycle covers in G: We interpret active gadgets as matching edges

e ∈ M and passive gadgets as edges e ∈ E(H ) \M . Intuitively speaking, each active gadget “uses up” one non-vanishing

tetromino of λ, while passive gadgets only require a domino. Overall, if we can peelO(k) non-vanishing tetrominos and

some number of dominos from λ, then immλ can be used to count k-matchings in H .

Large staircase (Section 5). If the staircase µ of λ contains Ω(k) boxes, then properties of the staircase character χµ

enable an ad-hoc reduction from counting k-matchings in bipartite graphs to the λ-immanant. More specifically, we

observe and use that cycle covers with even cycles vanish in staircase characters χµ . After discarding irrelevant dominos

from λ, we can then use this fact together with a particular graph construction to compute a sum over cycle covers

with one particular fixed cycle length format by reduction to immλ . The fact that staircase characters allow us to avoid

even-length cycles may also have algorithmic applications.

Wrap-up (Section 7). For a streamlined presentation, the two reductions above are encapsulated as formulas relating the

number of k-matchings in a graph H with the immanant of a digraph G constructed from H . In Section 7, we add the

necessary “wrapper code” to obtain the (parameterized and polynomial-time, algebraic and computational) reductions

leading to Theorems 1 and 2.
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1.3 Proof Highlights

Our arguments rely on making non-vanishing tetrominos and staircases come together in just the right way. This

requires some technical effort. Three specific highlights can be pointed out in the proof strategy.

Firstly, in the tetromino-based reduction, the particular form of active and passive states in edge gadgets ensures that

we only need to understand character values χλ(ρ) on cycle formats ρ with cycle lengths 1, 2, and 4. This allows us to

establish the tetromino/staircase win-win argument, and it sidesteps more involved representation-theoretic arguments

that occur in related works. It should be noted that equality and exclusive-or gadgets that enforce consistency properties

of cycle covers are common in algebraic and counting complexity, dating back to Valiant [37, 38]. The particular idea of

repurposing an equality gadget into an edge gadget was also already used in the author’s very first paper with Bläser [3].

Secondly, parameterized complexity assumptions allow us to handle cases that cannot be addressed in classical

frameworks, such as the family Imm(Λ
log

) discussed before. By basing hardness on the assumptions FPT , #W[1] and

VFPT , VW[1], we can still argue about such families.

Finally, two inconspicuous but crucial proof steps (Lemma 19 and Fact 25) rely on cute arguments involving “dominos

on chessboards” that one would rather expect in the context of recreational mathematics. This can again be credited to

the edge gadget, as such arguments would likely fail for cycle lengths other than 2 and 4.

2 PRELIMINARIES

We start with basic definitions for graphs and partitions in Section 2.1. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we present complexity-

theoretic preliminaries used in this paper. An introduction to the relevant character theory of symmetric groups can be

found in Section 3.

2.1 Basic Notions

Graphs. We will consider undirected graphs (when counting matchings) and directed graphs (when evaluating

immanants). Both graph types may feature (indeterminate) edge-weights, and directed graphs may feature self-loops.

For a graph G with adjacency matrix A, we write imm(G) instead of imm(A) and view the immanant as a sum over

cycle covers: A cycle cover in G is an edge-set C ⊆ E(G) such that each vertex has exactly one incoming and one

outgoing edge in C . Directed 2-cycles will also be called digons.

Partitions. A partition of a positive integer n ∈ N is a multi-set λ of positive integers such that

∑
i ∈λ i = n. Its

elements are called parts, and we write λ ⊢ n to indicate that λ is a partition of n, and we also write n = ∥λ∥. Several

notations will be used for partitions:

sorted tuple compact notation Young diagram

(4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2) (42, 33, 21)

The Young diagram of a partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λs ) is a left-aligned shape consisting of λi boxes in row i . We define

the gap δi of row i as δi := λi − λi+1, where we consider λs+1 := 0.
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Given partitions λ ⊢ n and λ′ ⊢ n′, we sometimes abuse notation and write (λ, λ′) for the partition λ ∪ λ′ of

n + n′. Sometimes we also specify an ordering for the elements in a partition: An ordered partition of n (also called

composition) is a tuple of positive integers that sum to n. We will state explicitly when partitions are considered to be

ordered.

Let us stress that any permutation π of n elements (and any cycle cover C of an n-vertex graph) naturally induces a

partition λ ⊢ n through its cycle lengths, the cycle format ρ(π ) of π . For example, the identity permutation has cycle

format (1, . . . , 1) and cyclic permutations have cycle format (n). We also say that a cycle cover is a ρ-cycle cover if its

format is ρ.

2.2 Complexity Theory

We recall basic notions from complexity theory. For a more comprehensive overview, consider [17, 21, 38] for

(parameterized) counting complexity and [6, 8, 11, 37] for (parameterized) algebraic complexity.

Counting complexity. We view functions f : {0, 1}∗ → Q as counting problems. For example, the problem #SAT

maps (binary encodings of) Boolean formulas φ to the number of satisfying assignments in φ. Properly encoded, the

permanent of rational-valued matrices is a counting problem. A counting problem is contained in FP if it can be solved

in polynomial time.

Apolynomial-timeTuring reduction from a counting problem #A to another counting problem #B is a polynomial-

time algorithm that solves #A with an oracle for #B. We say that #B is #P-hard (under Turing reductions) if #SAT

admits a polynomial-time Turing reduction to #B. While more stringent reduction notions exist, they are not relevant

for the purposes of this paper. Assuming FP , #P, no #P-hard problem can be solved in polynomial time.

A parameterized counting problem features inputs (x,k) for x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and k ∈ N. It is fixed-parameter
tractable if it can be solved in time f (k) · |x |O (1)

for some computable function f , and we write FPT for the class of such

problems. A parameterized Turing reduction from a parameterized counting problem #A to another parameterized

problem #B is an algorithm that solves any instance (x,k) for #A in time f (k) · |x |O (1)
with an oracle for #B that is only

called on instances (y,k ′) with k ′ ≤ д(k). Here, both f and д are computable functions. We say that #B is #W[1]-hard
if the problem of counting k-cliques in a graph admits a parameterized Turing reduction to #B. Assuming FPT , #W[1],

no #W[1]-hard problem is fixed-parameter tractable.

The (counting version of the) exponential-time hypothesis #ETH postulates that no exp(o(n)) time algorithm

solves #SAT on n-variable formulas. If a problem #A cannot be solved in exp(o(n)) time, and it admits a polynomial-time

Turing reduction to a problem #B such that every invoked oracle query has size O(nc ) for c ≥ 0, then #B cannot be

solved in exp(o(n1/c )) time. Likewise, if a parameterized problem #A cannot be solved in f (k) · no(k ) time and it admits

a parameterized Turing reduction to a problem #B such that every invoked query (y,k ′) satisfies k ′ ≤ O(k), then #B

also cannot be solved in f (k) · no(k ) time. The hypothesis #ETH rules out an f (k) · no(k ) time algorithm for counting

k-cliques and thus implies FPT , #W[1].

Algebraic complexity. In the algebraic setting, p-families play the role of counting problems: A sequence of

multivariate polynomials f = (f1, f2, . . .) over some field is a p-family if, for all n ∈ N, the degree and the number of

variables of fn are bounded by nO (1)
. For example, the sequences of determinants and permanents of n × n matrices

with indeterminates are p-families. A p-family is contained in VP if it admits a polynomial-size arithmetic circuit.
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A p-family f admits a c-reduction to another p-family д if there is an arithmetic circuit of polynomial size that

computes each fn with oracle gates for д1, . . .дnO (1) . A p-family д is VNP-hard if the permanent family admits a

c-reduction to д. Assuming VP , VNP, no VNP-hard family is contained in VP.

A parameterized p-family is a family f = (fn,k )n,k ∈N with two indices such that fn,k uses nO (1)
variables and has

degree (n+k)O (1)
. A family f is contained in VFPT if it admits an arithmetic circuit of size h(k) ·nO (1)

for some function

h. An example for a parameterized p-family is given by the partial permanents pern,k =
∑
π ∈S (n,k )

∏n
i=1 xi ,π (i) for

n,k ∈ N, where S(n,k) is the set of all permutations with n − k fixed points. A parameterized family f = (fn,k )n,k ∈N

admits a parameterized c-reduction to another family д = (дn,k )n,k ∈N if there is an arithmetic circuit of size

h(k) · nO (1)
that computes fn,k with oracle gates for polynomials дn′,k ′ satisfying n′ ≤ h(k) · nO (1)

and k ′ ≤ h(k)

for some function h. We say that д is VW[1]-hard if the partial permanents admit a parameterized c-reduction to д.

Assuming VFPT , VW[1], no VW[1]-hard problem is contained in VFPT.

2.3 Counting Matchings

We prove hardness of immanants by reduction from problems related to counting matchings in graphs. A matching in

an undirected graph H is a setM ⊆ E(H ) of pairwise disjoint edges. We writeMk (H ) for the set of matchings with k

edges in H . A matchingM is a perfect matching if every vertex v ∈ V (H ) is contained in some edge ofM . Given an

n-vertex graph H with edge-weightsw : E(H ) → Q, we define

#Match(H ,k) =
∑

M ∈Mk (H )

∏
e ∈M

w(e),

#PerfMatch(H ) = #Match(H , |V (H )|/2).

Note that #PerfMatch(H ) is only defined for graphs H with an even number of vertices.

Definition 3. The counting problem #PerfMatch asks to compute #PerfMatch(H ) for bipartite H with edge-weights

w : E(H ) → Q.

Furthermore, for any fixed polynomial-time computable function д : N → N, we define the counting problem

#Match
(д)

: Given a pair (H ,k) consisting of an undirected bipartite graph H with edge-weightsw : E(H ) → Q and a

number k ≤ д(|V (H )|), compute #Match(H ,k).

On the complete bipartite graphs Kn,n with indeterminate edge-weights, #PerfMatch induces the p-family of

permanent polynomials, and #Match
(д)

likewise induces a restriction of the partial permanent familywith #Match
(д)
n,k = 0

for k > д(n). Abusing notation, we call these p-families #PerfMatch and #Match
(д)

as well. Note that no graphs are

given as inputs to these families; the numbers of k-matchings for given bipartite graphsH can be obtained by evaluating

the polynomials at points whose non-zero coordinates encode the edges of H .

The hardness results for #PerfMatch and #Match
(д)

required in the remainder of the paper are either known in the

literature or can be derived easily. We collect the relevant results below.

Theorem 4. The following holds:

(1) The problem #PerfMatch is VNP-complete and #P-hard and admits no 2o(n) time algorithm under #ETH, even on

bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3.

(2) For any unbounded and polynomial-time computable function д, the problem #Match
(д) is #W[1]-hard and VW[1]-

complete.
9
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Proof. See [37, 38] for the #P-hardness and VNP-completeness of #PerfMatch and [16] for the lower bound

under #ETH. The #W[1]-hardness of the cardinality-unrestricted problem #Match is shown in [19], and and VW[1]-

completeness is shown in [6, Lemma 8.7].

For any polynomial-time computable function д, we give a parameterized reduction from #Match to #Match
(д)

: Any

instance (H ,k)with an n-vertex graph and k ≤ д(n) can be solved directly with a call to #Match
(д)

. On the other hand, if

k > д(n), then we have n < д−1(k), so we can count k-matchings in H by brute-force in д′(k) time for some computable

function д′. This satisfies the requirements of a parameterized reduction.

In the algebraic setting, we need not branch on д(n) within a circuit, but instead hard-code into the circuit family

realizing #Match whether to (i) perform a brute-force sum over matchings, or (ii) use the oracle gate for #Match
(д)

. □

3 CHARACTERS OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP

We give a minimal introduction to representations and characters of the symmetric group; this material is covered

thoroughly in classical textbooks [22, 25, 26, 31]. For our purposes, a representation of Sn is a homomorphism f from

Sn to the group of complex-valued invertible t × t matrices, for some t ∈ N. Examples include the trivial representation

that maps all of Sn to 1, the sign representation that maps permutations to their sign, and the permutation matrix

representation that maps permutations to n × n permutation matrices.

A representation f : Sn → GLt (C) is irreducible if no proper subspace ofCt is invariant under all the transformations

f (π ) for π ∈ Sn . Among the examples given before, this holds trivially for the trivial and sign representations. The

permutation matrix representation however is not irreducible for n > 1, as every permutation matrix maps the

1-dimensional subspace of Cn that is spanned by (1, . . . , 1) to itself.

3.1 Characters

Characters condense essential information about representations f : Sn → GLt (C) into scalar-valued functions

χf : Sn → C. For us, they play the role of “generalized signs” in the sum-product definition of immanants.

Definition 5. The character of a representation f is the function χf : Sn → C that maps π ∈ Sn to the trace of the

matrix f (π ).

The trivial and sign representations coincide trivially with their characters. The character of the permutation matrix

representation counts the fixed points of a permutation.

Characters of representations are class functions, which are functions f : Sn → C that depend only on the cycle

format of the input. These functions form a vector space by point-wise linear combinations, and a particularly useful

basis for this space is given by the irreducible characters, which are the characters of irreducible representations.

The set of irreducible characters corresponds bijectively to the partitions of n.

For S2, the only irreducible characters are the trivial character χ(2) and sign character χ(1,1). There are five irreducible

characters for S4; their values χλ(ρ) are shown below as a character table.

10
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ρ

χλ(ρ) (14) (21, 12) (22) (31, 11) (41)

λ

(41) 1 1 1 1 1

(31, 11) 3 1 −1 0 −1

(22) 2 0 2 −1 0

(21, 12) 3 −1 −1 0 1

(14) 1 −1 1 1 −1

In the next subsections, we describe the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule, a combinatorial method for calculating character

values χλ(ρ). This rule was used before in works on immanants [20]. We also give a simple extension of the Murnaghan-

Nakayama rule that applies to particular linear combinations of character values. To state these rules, we need to

introduce several types of tableaux.

3.2 Skew Shapes and Tableaux

Recall that partitions λ can be described by Young diagrams, e.g.,

(42, 33, 21).

Given such a diagram, a tableau is obtained by writing numbers (or other objects) into the boxes, subject to some

specified rules. The representation theory of Sn abounds in different types of tableaux—we introduce yet another such

type, the skew shape tableaux.

Definition 6. Let λ, µ be partitions such that µi ≤ λi for all rows i of λ. We say that µ is contained in λ and define the

skew shape λ/µ by removing the diagram of µ from λ.

Consider the two examples below. The right example shows that skew shapes need not be connected; we call a skew

shape connected if each pair of boxes can be reached by a path in the interior of the shape.

(42, 33, 21)/(22, 12) (42, 33, 21)/(33, 12)

Figure 1 lists the connected skew shapes on 4 boxes. Any general skew shape on b boxes is obtained by choosing

connected skew shapes with a total of b boxes and arranging them in disjoint rows and columns.

11
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Fig. 1. All connected skew shapes on 4 boxes.

We will often peel skew shapes γ from other skew shapes λ/µ. This operation is used, e.g., in the Murnaghan-

Nakayama rule. Our definition of this process allows for peeling different components of γ from different places.

Definition 7. A skew shape γ can be peeled from λ/µ if there is a partition λ′ contained between µ and λ such that

λ/λ′ equals γ after deleting empty rows and columns from both λ/λ′ and γ .

For example, in Figure 2, the green skew shape can be peeled from the partition λ; this holds even after removing

empty rows and columns from the green shape. A skew shape tableau is obtained by successively peeling skew shapes

from λ.

Definition 8. Let Γ̃ = (Γ1, . . . , Γs ) be such that Γi for i ∈ [s] is a set of skew shapes on the same number ni of boxes.

Let λ be a partition of n =
∑
i ni . A skew shape tableau of λ with format Γ̃ is obtained by successively peeling skew

shapes γ1, . . . ,γs with γi ∈ Γi from λ and labeling γi with i in λ. We write S(λ, Γ̃) for the set of such tableaux.

Three skew shape tableaux are shown in Figure 2. The boxes are colored rather than numbered. The third tableau is

even a border strip tableau, as defined in the next subsection.

Fig. 2. Three skew shape tableaux.

3.3 An Extension of the Murnaghan-Nakayama Rule

The Murnaghan-Nakayama rule expresses the character value χλ(ρ) for partitions λ and ρ as a signed sum over

particular skew shape tableaux of λ. The sign of a tableau is determined by the parity of odd-height shapes. In our later

arguments, ρ will always be the format of a cycle cover.

Definition 9. A border strip is a connected skew shape not containing any 2 × 2 square. A border strip tableau of

λ ⊢ n is a skew shape tableau consisting only of border strips. Given a partition λ and an ordered partition κ, we write

B(λ,κ) for the set of border strip tableaux of λ in which the i-th shape has κi boxes.

The height ht(γ ) of a border strip γ is the number of occupied rows in γ minus 1. Given a skew shape tableau T

with skew shapes γ1, . . . ,γs , the height sign ht(T ) is ht(T ) =
∏s

i=1(−1)
ht(γi ).

12
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For the border strip tableau in the right part of Figure 2, the heights are 5 (green), 1 (yellow), 2 (red), and 2

(blue), resulting in an overall height sign of +1. We are now ready state the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule and refer to

textbooks [22, 25] for proofs.

Theorem 10 (Murnaghan-Nakayama rule). For partitions λ and ρ and any ordering κ of ρ, we have

χλ(ρ) =
∑

T ∈B(λ,κ)

ht(T ).

Remark 11. When invoking this rule, it makes sense to choose a useful ordering κ of ρ. For example, to show

χ(5,4,3,2,1)(1
3, 26) = 0, we can either (i) sum over a rather large number of border strip tableaux to observe that

their signs cancel, or (ii) reorder ρ = (13, 26) to κ = (26, 13) and realize directly that no border strip on 2 boxes can be

peeled from the border of the staircase (5, 4, 3, 2, 1).

More generally, this shows that χµ (ρ) = 0 whenever µ is a staircase and ρ is a partition that contains at least one

even part.

This remark will be crucial for the staircase-based reduction in Section 5. For the tetromino-based reduction in

Section 6, we extend Theorem 10 to character evaluations on products of partition sets.

Definition 12. Let F1, . . . , Ft be sets of partitions such that each set Fi collects partitions of the same integer di . The

partition product F1 × . . . × Ft is the multi-set consisting of the

∏
i |Fi | partitions of d1 + . . . + dt obtained by choosing

one partition from each set Fi and concatenating those t partitions.

We extend class functions f to partition multi-sets S by declaring f (S) =
∑
ρ ∈S f (ρ) and show how to calculate

χλ(F1 × . . . × Ft ) combinatorially by an extension of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule. To this end, we define admissible

skew shapes for each Fi , each with a particular coefficient. In analogy with the original rule, admissible skew shapes

play the role of border strips, and the coefficients of admissible skew shapes play the role of heights of border strips.

Definition 13. Given a set of partitions F , let ΓF be the set of all skew shapes γ that admit a border strip tableau

T ∈ B(γ , ρ) for some ρ ∈ F . For γ ∈ ΓF , we define the coefficient

αF (γ ) =
∑
ρ ∈F

∑
T ∈B(γ ,ρ)

ht(T ).

In preparation for Section 6, we exemplify this definition with the cycle formats of active edge gadgets. For F =

{(22), (4)}, we observe that the set ΓF consists of all skew shapes that can be covered with two disjoint dominos. Note

that there are shapes γ ∈ ΓF with αF (γ ) = 0: For example, the vertical 4-box line admits a border strip tableau for (22)

and one for (4), shown below. These tableaux have opposite height signs and thus cancel.

ht(T ) = 1 ht(T ′) = −1 ⇒ αF (γ ) = 0

This outcome is expected: In Section 6, we show that 4-box shapesγ with αF (γ ) , 0 serve as a resource for establishing

hardness of immanants. If we can peel many such shapes from a partition λ, then we can reduce a large permanent

13
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to the λ-immanant. Thus, if the vertical 4-box line γ satisfied αF (γ ) , 0, our reductions would allow us to establish

hardness of the determinant.

With all relevant notions introduced, we can now turn to our generalization of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule. The

relatively straightforward proof is given in the full version.

Lemma 14. Let λ be a partition. Given a partition product F1 × . . . × Ft , abbreviate Γi = ΓFi and αi = αFi for i ∈ [t].

Writing Γ̃ = (Γ1, . . . , Γt ), we have

χλ(F1 × . . . × Ft ) =
∑

S ∈S(λ, Γ̃)
with shapes γ1 ...γt

t∏
i=1

αi (γi ). (3)

4 STAIRCASES VERSUS TETROMINOS

We associate various quantities with partitions λ ⊢ n to measure to what extent the λ-immanant lends itself to a

reduction from counting matchings. Then we investigate the interplay of these quantities with the number b(λ) of

boxes to the right of the first column of λ.

The diagrams and of (21) and (12) will be denoted as dominos. The domino number d(λ) is the maximum

number of dominos that can be peeled successively from λ. As we show below, the result of peeling these dominos

from λ is a partition of the form µ = (k, . . . , 1) for some k ∈ N. Such partitions and their associated shapes are called

staircases, and we define z(λ) = k + . . . + 1 as the staircase size and w(λ) = k as the staircase width of λ. Note that

2d(λ) + z(λ) = n and that z(λ) can be zero; this happens when λ can be covered fully by dominos.

Fact 15. The shape µ obtained by peeling d(λ) dominos from λ is the unique staircase on z(λ) boxes.

Proof. By maximality of d(λ), no domino can be peeled from µ, so all gaps between consecutive rows in µ are 1. This

requires µ to be a staircase. It has n − 2d(λ) = z(λ) boxes, and the number of boxes uniquely determines a staircase. □

We define s(λ) to be the maximum number of non-vanishing tetrominos (depicted on page 5 and Figure 6) that can

be peeled successively from λ. As we establish in Sections 5 and 6, any partition λ with largew(λ) or s(λ) induces an

immanant to which the hard problem of counting k-matchings can be reduced. In the full version of the paper, we show

that at least one of these reductions can be used, since at least one ofw(λ) or s(λ) is large if b(λ) is large.

Lemma 16. For any partition λ, at least one of s(λ) ≥ b(λ)/8 orw(λ) ≥
√
b(λ) − 1 holds.

5 USING A STAIRCASE

We show how to count k-matchings in n-vertex graphs H with access to the λ-immanant for a partition λ with large

staircase. For the parameterized reduction in the case of k ≪ n, we also require a large domino number d(λ). To simplify

the presentation, we require a staircase width of w(λ) ∈ Ω(k), and thus, staircase size z(λ) ∈ Ω(k2). At the end of

the section, we sketch how the reductions can be modified to require only staircase size z(λ) ∈ Ω(k). The complete

argument is contained in the full version.

Our reduction relies on the intermediate problem of counting cycle covers with a particular format (outlined in

Section 5.1), which we then reduce to the λ-immanant using a graph construction that has a favorable interplay with

staircase characters (in Section 5.2).
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Fig. 3. A partition λ with d (λ) = 8 dominos, staircase width w (λ) = 10 and size z(λ) = 55. A partition ρ∗ = (28, 19, 136) is shown as
a border strip tableau; different dominos and singletons are not distinguished in this figure.

5.1 Main Construction

To reduce from counting k-matchings in a graph H , we use a particular partition ρ∗ derived from λ, also depicted in

Figure 3:

ρ∗ = (2d (λ), 2k + 1, 1z(λ)−2k−1).

In other words, this partition is obtained as follows: First peel all d(λ) dominos from λ to expose the staircase µ. Then

peel a border strip of length 2k + 1 from µ. Finally, peel the remaining z(λ) − 2k − 1 boxes from µ as singletons. The k

edges of the matching will be “accommodated” in the border strip of length 2k + 1: Each edge requires two boxes, and

an additional box is required to ensure an odd length of the border strip.

We describe two related ways of constructing a digraphG whose cycle covers of format ρ∗ correspond to k-matchings

in H . Given an edge-weighted digraph G, we write #CC(G, ρ) for the immanant immf (G) associated with the class

function f : Sn → {0, 1} that tests whether π has format ρ. That is,

#CC(G, ρ) =
∑

cycle cover C of

format ρ in G

∏
e ∈C

w(e).

We write [xs ]p for the coefficient of xs in a polynomial p ∈ Q[x]. We also say that a vertex-set T in a graph G is an

odd-cycle transversal if G −T is bipartite up to self-loops. (Note that self-loops are allowed in G −T according to our

definition, even though they are odd-length cycles.)

Lemma 17. Let H be a bipartite n-vertex graph, for even n, and let λ be a partition of an integer n′ ≥ n.

(1) Ifw(λ) ≥ n/2 + 1, let ρ∗ = (2d (λ),n + 1, 1z(λ)−n−1). We can construct a digraph G with

#CC(G, ρ∗) = (n/2)! · #PerfMatch(H )

in polynomial time. Every cycle cover in G contains at least d(λ) digons and exactly z(λ) − n − 1 self-loops.

(2) For any k ∈ N with d(λ) ≥ n − 2k : If w(λ) ≥ k/2 + 1 and z(λ) ≥ 4k + 1, let ρ∗ = (2d (λ), 2k + 1, 1z(λ)−2k−1). We

can construct a digraph G (whose edge-weights may be constant multiples of an indeterminate x) in polynomial

time such that

[x2k ] #CC(G, ρ∗) = k! · #Match(H ,k).

Every cycle cover whose weight is a constant multiple of x2k contains at least d(λ) digons and exactly z(λ) − 2k − 1

self-loops.

Furthermore, in both cases, G admits an odd-cycle transversal consisting of a single vertex.

Proof. Let V (H ) = L ∪ R. For the first part of the lemma, the graph G is defined as follows:
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Fig. 4. The graphs from Lemma 17. To reduce clutter, edges from R to L are only hinted, and only one transit vertex is shown. In the
left graph, a cycle corresponding to a 2-matching is displayed in yellow color.

(1) Direct all edges in H from L to R and add all edges R × L.

(2) Add a transit vertex t and all edges in R × {t} and {t} × L.

(3) Add d(λ) disjoint padding digons and z(λ) − n − 1 padding vertices with self-loops.

Any ρ∗-cycle cover ofG uses all padding digons and loops. The remaining cycle of odd length n + 1 must use the transit

vertex t , as it would otherwise be contained in a bipartite graph. Hence, any ρ∗-cycle cover C in G induces a perfect

matching in H when restricted to edges from L to R: Deleting the transit vertex results in a cover of V (H ) with paths of

odd length ≥ 1 that start in L, and deleting the edges from R to L then leaves us with a matching. Conversely, every

perfect matching in H induces exactly (n/2)! cycle covers of format ρ∗ in G, as there are (n/2)! ways of choosing an

ordering of the edges and the transit vertex within the odd-length cycle.
3
This concludes the first part of the lemma.

For the second part, we construct G by performing steps 1 and 2 from above, with the following additional steps:

3. For each vertex v ∈ V (H ), add a switch vertex sv with a self-loop of weight x , and a switch digon between v and

sv .

4. Add d(λ) − (n − 2k) padding digons and z(λ) − (2k + 1) − 2k padding vertices with self-loops.

Any cycle cover C uses all padding elements. The weight of C is x2k iff it includes exactly 2k self-loops at switch

vertices; it then includes n − 2k switch digons touching the remaining switch vertices, so it contains at least d(λ) digons

and z(λ) − (2k + 1) self-loops. As before, if C has format ρ∗, then the remaining odd-length cycle induces a k-matching

in H when restricted to edges from L to R, and any k-matching in H can be extended to k! such cycle covers. □

In the next subsection, we use the odd-cycle transversal ofG (consisting of the transit vertex) and special properties

of staircase characters to reduce #CC(G, ρ∗) for the partitions ρ∗ described above to immλ(G).

5.2 Staircase Characters

Given a partition λ with staircase µ, consider any partition ρ = (2d (λ), ρ ′) obtained by peeling the maximum number of

dominos from λ, followed by peeling some other partition ρ ′ of the staircase µ thusly exposed. We show how to relate

χλ(ρ) to χµ (ρ
′) by means of domino tilings of λ/µ, which are border strip tableaux that only contain the dominos

and .

3
Each such ordering corresponds to a pair (j , σ ) for j ∈ [n/2] and a cyclic permutation σ of [n/2]. The index j indicates that the transit vertex ti is
visited immediately after the j-th edge, and σ describes the order of the edges along the cycle. There are n/2 · (n/2 − 1)! = n/2! such pairs (j , σ ).
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Definition 18. A domino tiling of a skew shape λ/µ with t boxes is a border strip tableau T of λ/µ with format (2t/2).

The parity of a domino tiling T is the parity of the number of in T .

Note that the parity of a domino tiling T is even/odd iff the height sign ht(T ) is positive/negative. Curiously, the

parity does not depend on T .

Lemma 19. All domino tilings of fixed λ/µ have the same parity.

Proof. Paint the rows of λ/µ black and white in an alternating way. In any domino tilingT , every vertical (horizontal)

domino contains an odd (even) number of white boxes. Hence, the number of vertical dominos in T agrees in parity

with the number of white boxes in λ/µ, which does not depend on T . □

This gives the desired connection between χλ(ρ) and χµ (ρ
′).

Lemma 20. Let λ be a partition with staircase µ, and let ρ = (2d (λ), ρ ′) for a partition ρ ′. Then we have χλ(ρ) , 0 iff

χµ (ρ
′) , 0.

Proof. As any way of peeling d(λ) dominos from λ results in µ, the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule (Theorem 10) shows

that χλ(ρ) = cλ/µ · χµ (ρ
′) with

cλ/µ =
∑

domino tiling

T of λ/µ

ht(T ), (4)

By Lemma 19, each term in (4) has the same sign. Since λ/µ is obtained by peeling d(λ) dominos from λ, there is at least

one domino tiling, and hence there is at least one term in the sum. It follows that cλ/µ > 0, thus proving the lemma. □

The last missing piece is to recall Remark 11: The staircase character χµ (ρ
′) vanishes whenever ρ ′ contains an even

part. This has consequences for the cycle covers in the graphs constructed in the last subsection. Namely, provided that

the right number of self-loops is enforced, such a cycle cover is counted by immλ(G) iff its format is ρ∗.

Lemma 21. Let λ ⊢ n′ be a partition and let ρ∗ = (2d (λ), s, 1z(λ)−s ) for s ∈ N. Let G be an n′-vertex digraph with a

single-vertex odd-cycle transversal. For t ∈ N, if every cycle cover ofG whose weight is a constant multiple of xt contains at

least d(λ) digons and exactly z(λ) − s self-loops, then

[xt ] immλ(G) = χλ(ρ
∗) · [xt ] #CC(G, ρ∗) (5)

with χλ(ρ
∗) , 0.

Proof. We first show that any cycle cover C in G with χλ(C) , 0 that contains at least d(λ) digons and exactly

z(λ) − s self-loops has format ρ∗. This implies (5). To this end, let C be a cycle cover in G with format β = (2d (λ), ρ ′)

and χλ(β) , 0. By Lemma 20, we have χµ (ρ
′) , 0, where µ is the staircase of λ. Since G has an odd-cycle transversal of

size 1, there is at most one non-singleton odd part in ρ ′, as every non-singleton odd cycle uses exactly one transversal

vertex. Since ρ ′ contains z(λ) − s singletons, the non-singleton odd part contains s boxes, so we have ρ ′ = (s, 1z(λ)−s ).

Next, to show χλ(ρ
∗) , 0, it suffices by Lemma 20 to show χµ (ρ

′) , 0 for ρ ′ = (θ , 1z(λ)−s ). Each way of peeling a

border-strip of length s and the z(λ) − s singletons from ρ ′ incurs positive height sign. It follows that all border strip

tableaux of format ρ ′ in µ contribute to χµ (ρ
′) with the same sign. □

Note that we can consider G to be unweighted and invoke the lemma with t = 0.
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5.3 Reductions

We combine the results from the previous sections into reductions from counting matchings to evaluating immanants

for partitions with large staircases.

Lemma 22. The following can be achieved in polynomial time, given a bipartite n-vertex graph H :

(1) Given a partition λ with w(λ) ≥ 2

√
n, compute a digraph G and a number c ∈ Q such that #PerfMatch(H ) =

c · immλ(G).

(2) Given k ∈ N and a partition λ withw(λ) ≥ 4

√
k and d(λ) ≥ n − 2k , compute a digraphG and a number c ∈ Q such

that #Match(H ,k) = c · [x2k ] immλ(G).

Proof sketch. For ease of exposition, we prove a weaker version of this lemma, where we assume stronger lower

bounds onw(λ). This is non-essential for the hardness results for #P or VNP, and it matters only for the lower bounds

under #ETH. The proof of the statement with the bounds stated above is given in the full version.

For the first part of the lemma, we make the stronger assumption thatw(λ) ≥ n + 1. We combine Lemmas 17 and 21

(invoked with t = 0) to construct a digraph G and a partition ρ∗ with

immλ(G) = χλ(ρ
∗) · #CC(G, ρ∗)

= χλ(ρ
∗) · (n/2)! · #PerfMatch(H )

such that c = χλ(ρ
∗) · (n/2)! , 0. This value can be computed as c = immλ(F ), where F is the graph obtained by

invoking Lemma 17 on the n/2-edge matchingMn/2 with #PerfMatch(Mn/2) = 1.

For the second part, we assume thatw(λ) ≥ k + 1; then all conditions for the second part of Lemma 17 are fulfilled.

We can thus construct a graph G with

[x2k ] immλ(G) = χλ(ρ
∗) · [x2k ] #CC(G, ρ∗)

= χλ(ρ
∗) · k! · #Match(H ,k).

This proves the lemma. □

Let us remark how to prove the full statement of Lemma 22. In the reduction shown in this section, only one cycle of

length 2k + 1 is peeled from the staircase µ, so only Θ(w(λ)) boxes are available for accommodating a matching. We

could instead peel cycles of length 2k + 1, 2k − 3, . . . to use most of the staircase µ. This requires several transit vertices

and a more complicated character analysis, but ultimately this allows us to reduce an instance (H ,k) for #Match to

immλ for a partition λ with staircase size z(λ) = O(k) rather than width. Please see the full version for this proof.

6 USING NON-VANISHING TETROMINOS

We show how to count k-matchings with access to λ-immanants for partitions λ with large non-vanishing tetromino

number s(λ): In Section 6.1, we use edge gadgets to construct particular immanants immλ(G) that count matchings

up to a multiplicative constant factor. We then show, in Section 6.2, that the factor arising in the above construction

is non-zero. To this end, we prove that the character χλ does not vanish on a particular partition product. Then we

combine these insights in Section 6.3 to obtain a reduction from counting matchings.
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Fig. 5. Each column lists the edge-setsCi that can arise for fixed combinations of endpoint in/out-degrees at gadgetQi in E(G)\E(Qi ).
The first column lists active states, the second column shows the passive state. All other states come with annihilating partners and
cancel out, leading to a proof of Lemma 23.

6.1 Main Construction

Consider the edge gadget Q depicted on page 6. Intuitively speaking, this graph fragment ensures that unwanted cycle

covers in G annihilate in immλ(G). In the remaining consistent cycle covers C , the edges within each edge gadget Q

cover either both endpoints (in an active state, as listed in Figure 5) or none of them (in a passive state). In particular, this

allows us to interpret an active gadget Q as a matching edge between its endpoints, since the active state prevents any

edge outside of Q from being incident with the endpoints of Q . A similar approach was taken by the author together

with Bläser [3] to establish hardness of the so-called cover polynomial.

Lemma 23. LetG be a directed graph containing copies Q1, . . . ,Qt of the edge-gadget Q , with endpoints ei = {ui ,vi } for

i ∈ [t], such that distinct edge-gadgets intersect only at endpoints. Let C∗(G) denote the set of consistent cycle covers C in

G : In such cycle covers, the restrictionC ∩E(Qi ) for i ∈ [t] is an active or passive state, as depicted in Figure 5. Then we have

imm
∗
λ(G) :=

∑
C ∈C∗(G)

χλ(C)
∏
e ∈C

w(e) = immλ(G).

The proof is given in the full version, but Figure 5 summarizes the main idea: Inconsistent cycle covers annihilate

due to the special form of the edge-gadget.

Using Lemma 23, we show how to transform instances (H ,k) for #Match into digraphs G such that immλ(G) equals

#Match(H ,k) up to a multiplicative constant. This constant needs some attention: To define it, consider the partition

products {(22), (4)}×s induced by the cycle formats of active states; we pad the partitions in this product to partitions of

n′ with d − 2s dominos and z(λ) singletons. Formally, for fixed λ ⊢ n′ and s ≤ s(λ), define

θs := {(22), (4)}×s × {(2d (λ)−2s , 1z(λ))}. (6)

In the next subsection, we then establish the crucial fact that χλ(θs ) , 0 for relevant choices of s .

Lemma 24. Let H be a graph with n vertices andm edges and let λ ⊢ n′ be a partition.
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(1) If λ has skew tetromino number s(λ) ≥ n/2 andm − n/2 additional dominos, i.e., d(λ) ≥ n/2 +m, then we can

construct an n′-vertex graph G in polynomial time such that

immλ(G) = (−1)m−n/2 · 2n/2 · χλ(θn/2)︸                              ︷︷                              ︸
=:c1

·#PerfMatch(H ). (7)

(2) For any k ≤
s(λ)
3

such that d(λ) ≥ m + n + 2kn − 5k : We can construct an n′-vertex graph G in polynomial time

such that

immλ(G) = (−1)m+2kn−3k · (2k)! · 23k · χλ(θ3k )︸                                          ︷︷                                          ︸
=:c2

·#Match(H ,k).

Proof. For the first part, we define G as follows:

(1) Replace each edge uv ∈ E(H ) with a fresh copyQuv of the edge gadgetQ . Identify u and v with the endpoints of

Q .

(2) Add d ′ = d(λ) − (n/2 +m) padding digons and z(λ) isolated padding vertices with self-loops.

By Lemma 23 we have immλ(G) = imm
∗
λ(G), where imm

∗
λ(G) sums over the set C∗

of consistent cycle covers. Any

cycle cover C ∈ C∗
includes all padding elements. Apart from padding elements, C consists of the active states of some

gadgets and the passive states of the remaining gadgets; let M(C) ⊆ E(H ) denote the set of pairs uv such that Quv

is active in C . Since active gadget states must be vertex-disjoint, and all vertices of G must be covered by cycles in

C , the setM(C) induces a perfect matchingM(C) ∈ Mn/2(H ) in H . Conversely, given a perfect matchingM of H , let

C∗
M ⊆ C∗

denote the set of consistent cycle covers withM(C) = M . By grouping the terms in imm
∗
λ(G), we obtain

imm
∗
λ(G) =

∑
M ∈Mn/2(H )

∑
C ∈C∗

M

χλ(C) ·w(C)

︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
=:a(M )

. (8)

To calculate a(M), we investigate the set C∗
M : Each cycle cover C ∈ C∗

M is obtained by (i) choosing an active state for

each of the n/2 gadgets Quv with uv ∈ M , each inducing the weightw(uv), then (ii) adding the passive state (of weight

−1) at the remaining gadgets, for a total weight of (−1)m−n/2
, and finally (iii) adding all padding elements, all of weight

1.

The total weight is thus (−1)m−n/2w(M). As the choices in the above process can only be made at active states, the

formats of cycle covers in C∗
M are given by the partition product

{(22), (22), (4), (4)}×n/2 × {(2d (λ)−n, 1z(λ))}.

As a multiset of partitions, this product amounts to 2
n/2

copies of θn/2: After choosing one of the formats {(22), (4)} for

each of n/2 entries, we can choose the first or second copy of this format. This shows that a(M) = (−1)m−n/2 · 2n/2 ·

χλ(θn/2) ·w(M) and thus proves (7).

For the second part, we construct the graph G in a similar way, but we need to add some additional structures to

account for the fact that most vertices are unmatched in a k-matching for k ≪ n.

(1) Replace all edges of H by edge gadgets.

(2) For each vertex v ∈ V (H ), add a switch vertex sv and connect it to v with a switch digon.

(3) Add 2k receptor vertices. Add a receptor edge between each pair of receptor and switch vertex, then replace these

edges by edge gadgets.
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positive:

negative:

Fig. 6. The non-vanishing tetrominos are the skew shapes γ with αF (γ ) , 0 for F = {(22), (4)}, here grouped by sign.

(4) Add d ′ = d(λ) − (m + n + 2kn − 5k) isolated digons and z(λ) isolated vertices.

Any cycle cover C ∈ C∗
then consists of the following cycles:

• Each receptor vertex must be covered by an active edge gadget. Then the other endpoint of that gadget is the

switch vertex of some vertex in H . The remaining 2k · (n − 1) edge gadgets incident with receptor vertices are

passive. There are (2k)! ways of matching the 2k receptor vertices to 2k fixed switch vertices with active gadgets.

• The n − 2k switch vertices not touched by active gadgets from receptor vertices must be covered by switch

digons.

• By the previous item, 2k vertices in H are left to be covered by k active edge gadgets that represent edges in

H . As active edge gadgets are vertex-disjoint, they induce a k-matchingM(C) in H , and they contribute weight∏
uv ∈M (C)w(uv).

• Overall, there arem − k + 2k · (n − 1) =m + 2kn − 3k passive edge gadgets in C , each contributing weight −1.

With padding digons and loops in G, there are d(λ) − 6k digons and z(λ) loops in C .

The third item describes how C induces a k-matching M(C) ∈ Mk (H ). Conversely, we can observe (as in the first

case) that any k-matchingM of H induces consistent cycle covers with a total contribution of (−1)m+2kn−3k · (2k)! ·

2
3k ·w(M) · χλ(θ3k ). Note that the factor (2k)! stems from the different ways receptor vertices can match to switch

vertices. □

6.2 Analyzing the Character Values

In this section, we analyze χλ(θs ) for the partition product θs defined in (6). In the following, recall that a domino tiling

of a 2t-box skew shape γ is a border strip tableau of format (2t ). We call it even/odd if its number of vertical pieces is

even/odd. By Lemma 19, all domino tilings of γ have the same parity. Also recall Definition 13 for the skew shapes ΓF

and the coefficients αF derived from a set F of partitions.

Fact 25. For F = {(22), (4)}, we have αF (γ ) , 0 iff γ is a non-vanishing tetromino, that is, one of the shapes listed in

Figure 6. Furthermore, for any non-vanishing tetromino, the sign of αF (γ ) is given by the parity of its domino tilings, see

Figure 6:

αF (γ ) =


+2 γ has even domino tilings,

−2 γ has odd domino tilings.

We can now prove that the relevant characters in the tetromino-based reduction do not vanish.

Lemma 26. For any λ ⊢ n′ and s ≤ s(λ), we have χλ(θs ) , 0.
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Proof. By Fact 25, we have γ ∈ ΓF and αF (γ ) , 0 for a 4-box skew shape γ iff γ is a non-vanishing tetromino. Let

D = {(2)} and S = {(1)}; then ΓD = { , } and ΓS = {�}. Define the set of skew shape tableaux

S = S(λ, ΓF , . . . , ΓF︸      ︷︷      ︸
s times

, ΓD , . . . , ΓD︸       ︷︷       ︸
d (λ)−2s times

, ΓS , . . . , ΓS︸      ︷︷      ︸
z(λ) times

)

and let t = d(λ) − s + z(λ) be the number of sets of skew shapes in the above list. For i ∈ [t], let αi ∈ {αF ,αD ,αS } be

the coefficient function for the i-th set in the list. By Lemma 14, we have

χλ(θs ) =
∑

S ∈S with

shapes γ1 ...γt

t∏
i=1

αi (γi ). (9)

It follows that every tableau S ∈ S with non-zero weight in the above sum peels s non-vanishing tetrominos from λ,

followed by d(λ) − 2s dominos, and z(λ) singleton boxes. The tetrominos and dominos tile λ/µ, where µ is the staircase

of λ.

Since s ≤ s(λ), at least one tableau S ∈ S exists, and we can prove the lemma by showing that all tableaux are counted

with the same sign in (9). Towards this, note that any skew shape tableau S ∈ S can be turned into a border strip

tableau B(S) of λ that peels d(λ) dominos and z(λ) singleton boxes from λ: Simply tile each tetromino γ in S arbitrarily

with two dominos. By Fact 25, we know that αF (γ ) is positive/negative iff the tiling of γ is even/odd, so

∏t
i=1 αi (γi ) is

positive/negative iff the domino tiling of λ/µ induced by B(S) is even/odd. (Singleton boxes can be ignored, as they

contribute the factor +1.) But by Lemma 19, all domino tilings of λ/µ have the same parity. Therefore, all terms in (9)

have the same sign. □

Corollary 27. The coefficients c1 and c2 defined in Lemma 24 are both non-zero.

6.3 Reductions

As in Section 5.3, we collect the previous arguments to obtain a reduction from counting matchings to immanants for

partitions with large non-vanishing tetromino number.

Lemma 28. The following can be achieved in polynomial time and with polynomial-sized arithmetic circuits:

(1) Given an n-vertex graph H of maximum degree 3 and a partition λ with s(λ) ≥ n/2 and d(λ) ≥ 2n, compute a

digraph G and a number c ∈ Q such that #PerfMatch(H ) = c · immλ(G).

(2) Given an n-vertex graph H and k ∈ N, and a partition λ with s(λ) ≥ 3k and d(λ) ≥ n2 + n + 2kn − 5k , compute a

digraph G and a number c ∈ Q such that #Match(H ,k) = c · immλ(G).

Proof. For the first part, let H be a graph with n vertices and maximum degree 3, so that m ≤ 3

2
n. Note that

d(λ) ≥ n +m by assumption. We construct a graph G via Lemma 24 with immλ(G) = c1 · #PerfMatch(H ). For the

second part, we use Lemma 24 to construct a graph G such that immλ(G) = c2 · #Match(H ,k). We have c1, c2 , 0 by

Corollary 27 and can compute these values as in the proof of Lemma 22. □

7 COMPLETING THE PROOFS

Let Λ be a family of partitions with unbounded b(Λ). We compose the constructions from the preceding sections to an

overall hardness proof for Imm(Λ). This requires us to find sequences of partitions within Λ that are dense enough and
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supply sufficiently many boxes to the right of the first column. In the sub-polynomial growth regime, we also need to

ensure sufficiently many dominos; this can be achieved by having a large number of boxes in the first column.

Definition 29. Given a polynomial-time computable function д : N→ N, a family of partitions Λ supports growth д if

there is a sequence Λ′ = (λ(1), λ(2), . . .) in Λ such that λ(n) has Θ(n) boxes and satisfies b(λ(n)) ≥ д(n). We also say that

Λ supports growth д via Λ′
. We say that Λ computationally supports growth д if λ(n) can be computed in polynomial

time from n.

To prove the main theorems, we distinguish whetherΛ supports polynomial growth (for a reduction from #PerfMatch)

or only sub-polynomial growth (for a reduction from #Match
(д)

for any growth д supported by Λ). Recall that, by

known algorithms [8, 23], we have Imm(Λ) ∈ FP and Imm(Λ) ∈ VP for any family Λ with b(Λ) < ∞.

Proof of Theorem 1. We reduce from #PerfMatch to Imm(Λ): Let H be an n-vertex bipartite graph for which we

want to compute #PerfMatch(H ). Let α > 0 be maximal such that Λ supports growth Ω(nα ). We find a partition λ ∈ Λ

with t = Θ(n1/α ) boxes such that b(λ) ≥ 20n. Then Lemma 16 guarantees that s(λ) ≥ 3.5n orw(λ) ≥
√
20n − 1 holds.

In either case, using the first cases of Lemmas 22 and 28, we compute a t-vertex graph G and a number c ∈ Q with

#PerfMatch(H ) = c · immλ(G). Overall, this yields polynomial-time and c-reductions from #PerfMatch to Imm(Λ),

showing #P-hardness and VNP-completeness of the latter. The lower bound under #ETH follows, since t = Θ(n1/α ). □

If Λ supports only sub-polynomial growth, the proof proceeds similarly. In this case, we can find a sequence of

partitions in which most rows have width 1. This allows us to peel a large amount of dominos from the left-most

column.

Proof of Theorem 2. If Λ supports polynomial growth, we use Theorem 1. Otherwise, let д ∈ ω(1) be a growth

supported by Λ. We reduce from #Match
(h)

with h(n) =
√
д(n)/24: Let (H ,k) be an instance for #Match

(h)
with an

n-vertex graph H and k ≤ h(n). Using the growth condition on Λ and д ∈ O(n0.1), we find a partition λ ∈ Λ with

b(λ) ≥ 24k and at least 2n2 +b(λ) boxes in the first column, which implies d(λ) ≥ n2. With the bound on b(λ), Lemma 16

yields that s(λ) ≥ 3k orw(λ) ≥
√
24k −1. In either case, using the second case of Lemmas 22 and 28, we compute a graph

G on ∥λ∥ vertices and a number c ∈ Q such that #Match(H ,k) = c · [xt ] immλ(G), where t = 2k for the staircase-based

reduction (Lemma 22) and t = 0 for the tetromino-based reduction (Lemma 28).

Note that the value [xt ] immλ(G) can be computed by means of polynomial interpolation from the values immλ(Gi )

for i ∈ {0, . . . , ∥λ∥}, where Gi is the graph obtained from G by replacing each edge of weight x with an edge of weight

i . Overall, we obtain a polynomial-time Turing reduction from #Match
(h)

to Imm(Λ), which implies by Lemma 4 that

Imm(Λ) < FP unless FPT = #W[1]. An analogous statement holds in the algebraic setting: As polynomial interpolation

amounts to solving a system of linear equations, which can be performed with polynomial-sized circuits, we obtain a

parameterized c-reduction from the p-family #Match
(h)

to the p-family Imm(Λ′). □

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

We established a dichotomy for the complexity of immanants, concluding a sequence of previously obtained partial

results. We note that immanants are not the only way of interpolating between permanents and determinants. Other

examples include the cover polynomials [5, 14] and the fermionants [2, 27], which are also sum-products over row-column

permutations of a matrix. These families of matrix forms however do not exhibit gradual progressions from easy to

hard cases, and they feature no non-trivial easy cases beside the determinant.
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Our dichotomy for immanants also prompts several follow-up questions, some of which were partially answered by

Miklós and Riener [29] since submission of this article.

Modular immanants. It is known that λ-immanants are tractable over Z2 for partitions λ with constantly many boxes

outside of the first column or row. Are these the only tractable immanants over Z2? Which immanants are tractable

over Zp for odd primes p?

Planar graphs. The permanent is polynomial-time solvable for bi-adjacency matrices of planar bipartite graphs [36].

Can this be generalized to other immanants of bi-adjacency matrices of planar bipartite graphs? Which immanants

remain hard on planar graphs?

Removing weights. Our proof establishes hardness for matrices with general entries from Z, as the edge-gadget and

interpolation steps introduce non-unit weights. It may however still be possible to establish hardness for 0-1 matrices,

as known for the permanent.
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